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Sprint Evaluation

What is the progress of your project in this sprint? What goals are achieved? What problems are
overcome? If you are updating your plans what are your justifications?
The last sprint was not as good as we expected. Mainly we had problems related with schedule page
and mobile platform problem. In the beginning of the semester we were planning fetch data from
OIBS system, but we could not get permission from Computer center for that. After that we changed
our scenario in that way: every user can make own schedule and can push own schedule to the
schedule pool. Every other user can add specific schedule from the schedule pool to his own single
schedule table. We faced problems in the “create schedule page” on web. As it is requires AngularJS
and Jquery knowledge we could not finish it in a week. It took long time to accomplish this job.

In addition to it, as we stated in previous retrospective document that we can change our Ionic
mobile application platform to Telerik(for Android) because of probability of facing big problems in
Ionic which can lead to dead end in future. Telerik has good performance but it takes much to learn.
Ionic is easy to learn but has bad performance issues. As it takes much to learn in Telerik, we
decided not to learn Telerik. Instead we decided just to code in Native Android. For IOS part we are
working with simulator within Ionic. It is good now in simulator but in real we do not know what
we get in real deployment.
In this sprint because of schedule problems and because of we changed our platform from Ionic to
Telerik we had to rewrite some parts of our code.
In general we thought to focus on web part completely as we are having many problems with mobile
part. Notification and Statistics part we postponed to the next semester. As notification part depends
on mobile part we could not do that right now because of inevitable problems in mobile platfroms.
Statistics part we started a bit but in level of database tables, we do not have any statistics in
graphical level. As a last thing we want to say it seems that we prepared our startup document with
full project plan (i.e. we wrote 2 term plan into 1 term). If we were able to accomplish everything
we stated in startup document there almost nothing would be left for the next semester.
Team evaluation
How well your team is working together? How many meetings did you hold? Are you planning any
changes in your cooperation strategy? Which work is completed by which member (in a Gannt
chart)?
We are trying to gather as a group every week. There is no any change planned in cooperation
strategy right now. As sprint 3 jobs has postponed to the next semester there is nothing to fill in this
table.
Task
Admin panel
Mobile platforms
Add schedule, sign in part
Event Organizer Page

Assigned Member
DANIL SALIN
ISLAM KAZAEV
ELAMAN NAZARKULOV
M.YUSUF MAKHMUDOV
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Backlog Updates
What are your backlog updates?

There is no backlog updates right now…
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